Avanquest Software launches its new version of InPixio Photo Maximizer.
Paris – France March 10, 2017
InPixio Photo Maximizer 4 is THE solution to enlarge your images.
Enlarging photos without professional software typically generates blurred and pixelated results.
Whether you want to enlarge an entire photo or just certain details, view or print enlarged images,
InPixio Photo Maximizer 4 produces high-precision enlargement of your favorite photos without loss of
quality!
Only three easy steps:
InPixio Photo Maximizer has been designed to be user-friendly. Using the helpful wizard, photos can
be enlarged in 3 steps:
1. Upload a photo.
2. Select the subject of the image (a person, an object, etc.)
3. Select the zoom algorithm: it's finished!
Main innovations and improvements:
 Ultra powerful zoom function up to 1000% - The powerful zoom algorithm allows you to
enlarge your photos by up to 1000%.
 Image processing tool for sharp edges - Optimizes image sharpness and contrast.
Reduces pixels and jagged lines.
 Settings module - Temperature, Hue, Brightness, Contrast, Shadows, Highlights, Clarity,
Saturation
 Advanced crop module with rotation and horizon correction - Crops your images or
rotates them up to 45 °.
 Print and Layout tools - Determines image quality and allows you to easily prints your
photos from home.
 Share module - Facebook, Twitter Flickr, InstaCards/Photo printing
 Photo roll - All photos in the current folder are displayed and viewable via a preview area.
 New interface and workspace - Simpler and more user-friendly interface; navigation and
user experience have been redesigned.

Find InPixio Photo Maximizer 4 on our official website: https://www.inpixio.com/photo-maximizer/
System requirements:
Operating system: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP
Pentium IV 1,2 GHz and compatible processors. 1 GB of RAM (2 GB of RAM for Windows 7/Vista)
15 MB of hard drive space.

About Avanquest Software : A world leader in the publication and distribution of software, Avanquest is
one of the few French companies in this sector to post sales of over €100 million, of which more than
one-half are in the United States. Each year, Avanquest Software sells over a million software
products via websites and sales outlets worldwide.

